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1 Introduction

During the last decade, U.S. short-term interest rates have shown an unprecedented

behavior being stuck at their e�ective lower bound (ELB henceforth) for an excep-

tionally long period. As conventional monetary policy easing becomes unfeasible,

questions emerge on the central bank's ability to escape the de�ation trap and stim-

ulate the economy. At the heart of this debate is the idea that the ELB is a fun-

damentally di�erent state of the world where the relationship between interest rates

and macroeconomic outcomes cannot be understood using pre-ELB data (see e.g., the

discussion between Cochrane (2017) and Christiano (2017)). Models adapted to pre-

and post-ELB periods are therefore central for monetary policymakers, as they are

key to understand if real yields are elevated because of prolonged expected de�ation,

large risk premia, or both, and provide the appropriate policy action.

While existing macro-�nance models can guide these policy questions, they must

address con�icting challenges. On the one hand, traditional a�ne and quadratic mod-

els provide �exible representations of yields and macroeconomic variables through

elegant pricing formulas. However, they have di�culties reproducing a short-term

interest rate bounded from below, or its ability to stay at the lower bound for long

periods, which limit their utility for policymakers confronted to a long-lasting ELB

(Andreasen and Meldrum 2018). On the other hand, while shadow-rate models tackle

the ELB-consistency successfully, it is at the expense of tractability. Moreover, as

noted by Kim and Singleton (2012), this class of models show limited �exibility in

macroeconomic dynamics with, for instance, stochastic volatility, such that they be-

have as a fully Gaussian model away from the ELB. Yet, each of these ingredients

is critical to paint an accurate empirical picture of monetary policy and macroeco-

nomic interdependence during the ELB (Fernandez-Villaverde and Rubio-Ramírez

2007; Coibon and Gorodnichenko 2011).

In this paper, I address the tension between tractability, ELB-consistency, and

�exibility by introducing a new macro-�nance framework named QARG that captures
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macroeconomic and treasury curves dynamics at the ELB. I exploit the model to

investigate the potential change in in�ation dynamics when the economy reaches the

ELB, the pricing of in�ation components, and the policy response in such a low-

yield environment. In my model, in�ation dynamics are driven by expectation and

volatility shocks, both of which are priced by investors. As a result, these shocks are

re�ected in long-maturity bond yields, risk premia, and in the likelihood of a binding

ELB, even when the monetary policy rate is persistently stuck at its lower bound. A

particular feature of the QARG model is that it does not assume an exogenous regime

shift when the ELB starts binding, but rather uses information available throughout

the pre- and post-ELB samples jointly to identify pricing relationships. Being able

to provide an explicit link between in�ation factors and sovereign yields during the

ELB salvages the informativeness of yields and extends the traditional macro-�nance

models à la Ang and Piazzesi (2003).

Despite featuring nonlinearities, the QARG is particularly easy to handle because

it belongs to the a�ne-quadratic class. First, nominal and real yields at any maturity

are obtained as closed-form linear-quadratic functions of state variables, including in-

�ation components. All nominal yields are consistent with the ELB, and the short

rate can be persistently stuck there. Second, in�ation and yields' expectations and

volatility forecasts are available in closed form. Third, probabilities to stay at the

ELB or to lift o� are explicitly driven by the state variables. The availability of

the above moments opens the door for survey data to be included in the estimation.

Fifth, impulse-response functions are non-linear and state-dependent, but computable

easily, allowing for an easy comparison of pre- and post-ELB results. Last, all observ-

ables are at most linear-quadratic combinations of the states, which greatly simpli�es

estimation with the quadratic �lter of Monfort et al. (2015) as opposed to particle

�ltering. The estimation is then performed with pricing targets of 1- to 10-year ma-

turity nominal and real U.S. treasury yields observed monthly from 1990 to the end

of 2019, along with in�ation and yield forecast survey data.
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The estimation provides three takeaways. First, treasury yield curves uncover

the existence of adverse in�ation outcomes during the ELB period. In�ation trend

and volatility �ltered from the model show persistently large undershooting and over-

shooting, respectively, compared to the pre-ELB period. Looking at the pricing of

in�ation components, I show that these outcomes translate into large premia that

drives elevated real yields. As the in�ation central tendency falls and in�ation uncer-

tainty increases, de�ation fears arise at short-maturities with an in�ation risk premia

component reaching −150bps. The amplitude of these negative premia are in line

with the conditional mean model of Feunou and Fontaine (2014), and similar to the

survey-based estimates of Camba-Mendez and Werner (2017). To the best of my

knowledge, only Imakubo and Nakajima (2015) estimate a shadow-rate model to ex-

tract in�ation premia from U.S. data, and they �nd consistently positive premia at

about 80bps, but they do not �t realized in�ation leaving too much �exibility to their

model for in�ation components. While my estimates for de�ation fears are smaller at

longer maturities, I �nd that nominal term premia grow with maturity, from virtually

zero at 1y to between 0bps and 200bps during the ELB period for the 10y bond, while

the expectation components are small and slowly moving. This result is in line with

Imakubo and Nakajima (2015). In contrast, nominal premia estimates from Breach,

D'amico, and Orphanides (2020) are lower than ours, mostly because they do not

impose the ELB-consistency, and the short-rate is expected to increase more quickly

than in the QARG. As a result, the QARG attributes most of the post-ELB increase

in yields to term premia due to the ELB attraction for expected rates, while a stan-

dard quadratic model in the spirit of Andreasen and Meldrum (2018) attributes it to

a rapid increase in expectations.

Second, a non-linear impulse-response analysis reveals that a monetary policy

shock produces more diverse e�ects during a binding ELB period compared to normal

times. I �nd that when the ELB is not binding, e�ects of tightening monetary policy

shocks are fairly homogeneous. In�ation expectations go slightly down, and short-run
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in�ation risk premia decrease in reaction, but the overall e�ects are moderate. In turn,

short-term yields stay elevated persistently leading to an overall increase in nominal

and real yield curves. From 2009 to 2015, when the ELB is binding, lifting o� by a

few basis points can lead back to the ELB since such a shock was highly improbable

at the time. The e�ects on in�ation expectations are reversed, in�ation volatility

goes up unambiguously, and lifting o� produces a wider range of e�ects, especially on

long-maturity yields and in�ation risk premia. This wider range of e�ects is consistent

with the �ndings of Debortoli, Gali, and Gambetti (2020), although they focus more

on the average e�ects. The ELB therefore hides a large heterogeneity during the 6

years where it is binding.

Third, I provide evidence that the choice to �embrace the ELB � (Williams (2009))

and to delay the increase of short-term rates (i.e. the lifto�) was in line with investors

perceptions. I am the �rst to present the risk premium associated with a synthetic

digital bond, paying o� only if the economy is still at the ELB at maturity.1 I

�nd that this asset is considered a hedge by investors after 2009, as its premium is

slightly negative when the ELB becomes binding. A further decomposition provides

evidence that the pricing of in�ation trend and volatility shocks contribute to lower

these premia signi�cantly, especially before 2011 for the latter. This complements

the �ndings of Breach et al. (2020), in showing that in�ation uncertainty impacts risk

premia in the economy beyond those contained in nominal and real bonds.

This paper gathers both a modeling and an empirical innovation relative to the

existing literature. For the former, the new QARG term structure model introduced

below combines tractability for pricing nominal and real Treasuries, for the joint

dynamics of their yields with macroeconomic components, as well as the ability to

enforce a sticky e�ective lower bound. The a�ne-quadratic property is preserved by

combining the non-negative gamma-zero process of Monfort et al. (2017) to represent

1. Bauer and Rudebusch (2016) present the expected ELB duration and model path under both
risk-neutral and physical measures, but they do not discuss the risk premium associated with the
lifto�.
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the ELB-consistent short rate, with a standard quadratic term structure framework,

which is known for its empirical performance (see Ahn et al. (2002), Leippold and

Wu (2007)).2 The estimated model shows appealing empirical properties, with low

pricing errors on both nominal and real term structures (6bps and 11bps on average,

respectively) with only four factors, and generates a substantially higher probability

to reach the lower bound compared to a standard QTSM. As such, it complements

the important study of Andreasen and Meldrum (2018) by expanding the range of

available ELB-consistent a�ne and quadratic models.

Other approaches have been considered to produce an ELB-consistent pricing

framework. The shadow-rate approach enforces the ELB and constitutes an alterna-

tive to the present model, stepping outside the class of closed-form models (see e.g.

Kim and Singleton (2012)).3 These models usually pose a challenge at the estimation

stage, since pricing has to be approximate and show limited �exibility.4 Interestingly,

very few shadow-rate models have tackled the estimation of in�ation risk premia

components. Carriero et al. (2018) provide estimates for the UK though they do not

directly �t realized in�ation, Schupp (2020) for the Euro-Area, and Imakubo and

Nakajima (2015) for Japan and the US. Conversely, by staying in the a�ne-quadratic

world, the QARG model can be estimated quickly even incorporating macroeconomic

and yields forecasts, as well as proxies for lifto� probabilities, in the set of empirical

targets. This strengthens the identi�cation of the joint macroeconomic and �nan-

cial dynamics at virtually no cost, a particularly important feature when yields show

limited variability at the ELB.

2. Alternative ELB-consistent models include Filipovic et al. (2017) linear-rational term structure
model, Feunou et al. (2022) nearly arbitrage-free framework and Renne (2014) discrete states model.

3. Examples include and are not limited to Lemke and Vladu (2016), or Andreasen and Meldrum
(2015) for yield-only models, Bauer and Rudebusch (2016), or Wu and Xia (2016) for macro-�nance
models. Carriero et al. (2018) employ a shadow rate model on nominal and real term structures
jointly. Branger et al. (2016) incorporate a shadow rate in a long-run-risk model with in�ation
dynamics.

4. Approximate estimation methods for SR models have been developed by Kim and Priebsch
(2013), Priebsch (2013), Wu and Xia (2016) and Christensen and Rudebusch (2015). Computa-
tionally intensive algorithms are also provided by Andreasen and Meldrum (2011) and Pericoli and
Taboga (2015).
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Second, my paper contributes to a strand of empirical literature devoted to under-

standing the dynamics of in�ation through the study of nominal and real treasuries.

Numerous term structure models have been developed to extract in�ation dynamics

and in�ation pricing from asset prices (see e.g. Barr and Campbell (1997), Evans

(1998), or Anderson and Sleath (2001)). However, most papers either do not consider

ELB-consistency (Haubrich et al. (2012) or Fleckenstein et al. (2017)), are focused

on the estimation of the relative liquidity of real bonds (e.g. Grischenko and Huang

(2013), Abrahams et al. (2016), or D'Amico et al. (2018)) or are focused on in�ation

dynamics pre-ELB binding period (see Ang et al. (2008) Adrian and Wu (2009), and

Campbell et al. (2017)). In contrast, the empirical exercise in this paper focuses

on the potential change of interdependence between in�ation components and asset

prices in and out of the ELB. As such, it builds on the insights of both Mertens and

Williams (2021) and King (2019) that a non-linear model is needed to understand

the shift implied by an economy stuck at the ELB.

Last, this paper has implications for the literature looking at the relevance of the

e�ective lower bound for macroeconomic models (see Gali (2018) for a survey of New

Keynesian models). My empirical results resonate with the debate between Aruoba

et al. (2017) and Reichlin (2015), on whether the ELB created a shift to a de�ation

equilibrium driven by expectation shocks. I �nd that in�ation dynamics are indeed

modi�ed at the ELB. Cochrane (2017) advocates that none of the stark predictions

of standard macroeconomic models on in�ation are validated during the ELB period,

and proposes a new model based on �scal theory. Debortoli et al. (2020) show the

irrelevance of the ELB for macroeconomic impulse-responses through a time-varying

VAR. In turn, papers looking at asset prices show that there is a signi�cant link

between in�ation components and treasury curves (see e.g. Ehling et al. (2018)),

a moderate but signi�cant change in in�ation densities when the ELB is binding

(see Mertens and Williams (2021)), or a change of correlation of in�ation with stock

returns (Gourio and Ngo (2020)) during the ELB. My paper contributes to this debate
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by extracting information about in�ation dynamics from asset prices using a reduced-

form model, hence not taking a stand on the structural assumptions underlying the

above works.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the for-

mulation and the properties of the term structure model. I present the identi�cation

strategy and estimation method in Section 3, along with the �tting properties of the

model. Section 4 presents the empirical results. Section 5 concludes.

2 A model for in�ation risks and interest rates

I introduce the joint QARG asset pricing model for nominal and real yields and

observable macroeconomic factors. While I formulate it directly with in�ation dy-

namics, a more general speci�cation is presented in internet Appendix B.1. I specify

the pricing factors physical dynamics and express the nominal pricing kernel such

that all yields are closed-form functions of the factors. Importantly, the framework

imposes a lower bound for the nominal term structure.

2.1 In�ation central tendency and stochastic volatility

I assume that the dynamics of a K × 1 vector of risk factors Xt are given by the

following vector autoregression:

Xt+1 = µ+ ΦXt + vt+1 , (1)

where vt+1
i.i.d.∼ N (0,Σ). This state vector contains three sets of variables, such that

Xt+1 =
(
π∗
t+1, σt+1, y

′
t+1

)′
where both π∗

t+1 and σt+1 are univariate and yt is a vector

of yield-speci�c risk factors of size Ky × 1.

In�ation is de�ned as the year-on-year log-change of the CPI-U index, denoted by

CPIt+1, such that πt+1 = log(CPIt+1/CPIt−11). In�ation dynamics are driven by the
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�rst two elements of Xt+1, and the in�ation rate is given by:

πt+1 = π̄ + π∗
t + σt+1ε

π
t+1 , (2)

where επt+1
i.i.d.∼ N (0, 1), and is uncorrelated with vt+1.

Equation (2) features both a long-run in�ation component π∗
t and a high-frequency

component driven by the stochastic volatility process σt+1. Having a persistent com-

ponent representing in�ation trend has become the standard in the literature on

in�ation modeling (see e.g. Cogley et al. (2010)), and in the asset pricing literature

such as in Haubrich et al. (2012), Bansal and Shaliastovich (2013), or Feunou and

Fontaine (2014). In the latter set of papers, the trend process is represented by a sin-

gle factor, but it can feature heteroskedastic shocks, either replacing or adding to the

heteroskedasticity of the realized in�ation shock. I leave aside the heteroskedasticity

of the in�ation trend for parsimony.

Through the VAR speci�cation of Equation (1), π∗
t+1 can be Granger-caused by

its own past π∗
t , past volatility σt and past yield factors yt. The in�ation dynamics

are thus very close to those employed by Fleckenstein et al. (2017). In their model,

in�ation has a trend driven by two unobservable and homoskedastic Gaussian factors

and in�ation shocks feature stochastic volatility driven by a single factor, a structure

similar to that of Equation (2).5 In a similar fashion, my in�ation speci�cation can be

interpreted as a particular case of Breach et al. (2020), who authorize in�ation drift

and volatility to be a linear combination of four homoskedastic Gaussian factors. In

my framework, Equation (2) directly equates the �rst and second factors to in�ation

drift and volatility respectively, which would restrict some of their parameters to be

zero. Last, and in line with Breach et al. (2020), my in�ation shock επt+1 is orthogonal

to other shocks and unspanned by the nominal yield curve as it neither causes in the

5. An alternative speci�cation for σt+1 could be an independent Gamma process as in Fleckenstein
et al. (2017). This would ensure positivity of the process but would lose the potential feedback e�ects
with the other elements of Xt to preserve the closed-form pricing expressions in this context. The
empirical impact of such a choice is left for future research.
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state vector Xt, nor will it appear in the nominal short-term interest rate dynamics

(see next section). This will allow my model to produce volatile short-lived in�ation

shocks.

2.2 An ELB-consistent short-rate speci�cation with macroe-

conomic factors: QARG dynamics

In this economy, there exists a riskless n-maturity nominal investment accessible to

investors at time t at price P
(n)
t . The one-month riskless yield is known at t and given

by rt = − logP
(1)
t . Assuming no-arbitrage, rt cannot in principle become negative

since investors would just hoard cash otherwise, thus is bounded by the zero lower

bound. In practice, there is an e�ective lower bound r that can di�er from zero and

the observed yield evolves above this ELB.

To reproduce this feature, I assume that the short-term yield is given by:

rt = r + zt , (3)

where zt is a univariate non-negative process whose dynamics are given by a modi�ed

version of the autoregressive gamma-zero introduced by Monfort et al. (2017). These

dynamics are de�ned through a mixing Poisson variable Pt, such that:

Pt

∣∣ (Xt, zt−1) ∼ P
(
α + ϕzt−1 + κβ′Xt + (β′Xt)

2
)

and zt
∣∣Pt ∼ Γ (Pt ; c) , (4)

where ϕ, κ, c and α are positive scalars, β is of dimension K× 1, and Pt is the degree

of freedom of the gamma distribution.6 We denote these dynamics by zt|Xt, zt−1 ∼

6. A su�cient condition for the intensity being positive is that α ⩾ κ2

4 and I impose that the
equality holds for parsimony. Indeed, starting from a non-negative zt−1, it is su�cient that α +
κβ′Xt + (β′Xt)

2 is non-negative to have a non-negative intensity. Such a condition is reached if
the minimum of the quadratic function is non-negative. Having xβ,t = β′Xt, the minimum of

α + κxβ,t + x2
β,t is reached for xβ,t = −κ

2 , and the quadratic function yields α − κ2

2 + κ2

4 ⩾ 0 ⇐⇒
α ⩾ κ2

4 .
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QARG0

(
α + ϕzt−1 + κβ′Xt + (β′Xt)

2 ; c
)
, for quadratic autoregressive gamma-zer .

In particular, we show in Appendix A.1 that zt can be written:

zt = c
(
α + ϕzt−1 + κβ′Xt + (β′Xt)

2
)
+ εzt , (5)

where εzt is a martingale di�erence sequence conditionally on Xt and the past.

I obtain several implications from this speci�cation. First, zt is equal to zero as

long as the Poisson draws Pt are equal to zero. This allows the short-rate process rt

to reach its lower bound r and potentially spend long periods there. Second, even

though I allow only one linear combination of the state vector to enter the Poisson

intensity for parsimony, the speci�cation is general enough such that in�ation mean

and volatility factors π∗
t and σt as well as yield-speci�c factors yt all impact the

current one-period yield. As noted by Andreasen and Meldrum (2018) in the context

of a standard quadratic model, this speci�cation is supported by data and is barely

restrictive. Last, the probabilities of reaching or getting away from the lower bound

crucially depend on the current values of both in�ation and yield-speci�c risk factors,

namely Xt. The remaining properties of the gamma-zero distribution are detailed in

Appendix A.1.

2.3 Short-rate dynamics: discussion

The QARG speci�cation shares some features with quadratic term structure models

(QTSM, see e.g. Ahn et al. (2002) or Breach et al. (2020)) However, Equation (4)

de�nes a short-rate able to stay at the ELB, contrary to QTSMs. One key distinction

of the model with respect to a standard QTSM is that it directly enables to identify

periods when the lower bound r is binding, i.e. when realizations of zt are equal to

zero.

Additionally, the QARG allows for the time-varying Taylor rule feature of Ang

et al. (2011), with monetary policy shifts. To gain some insight, Let us consider a
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simple case where Xt consists only of the in�ation trend π∗
t with zero mean, and

where the ELB is zero. We can write:

rt = r + ρ · rt−1︸ ︷︷ ︸
smoothing

+(1− ρ)

[
1 +

β

κ
π∗
t

]
cκβ

1− ρ︸ ︷︷ ︸
policy shift

π∗
t + εzt , (6)

We can interpret the coe�cients of the model in light of Equation (6). The coe�-

cient cκβ
1−ρ

constitutes the baseline reaction of monetary policy to in�ation expectation

movements when in�ation expectations are on target (π∗
t = 0). When the expec-

tations deviate from target, monetary policymakers adjust their reaction function

depending on how far the economy is from the steady state. It is easy to calculate

the immediate response of the short-rate to a positive in�ation trend shock v1,t = s,

given by β2s2 + [κβ + 2β2Et−1 (π
∗
t )]× s. We can directly see that the policy reaction

is positively correlated with in�ation expectations, a feature validated by data (see

Figure 3 of Ang et al. (2011)), and consistent with the asymmetric policy response

proposed by Bianchi et al. (2021). Notice that the general framework can readily

include any measure of real activity in addition to in�ation series to obtain a more

standard Taylor rule speci�cation.

2.4 The pricing kernel

I assume that the pricing kernel of the representative investor Mt+1 is given by an

exponential-a�ne function of the shocks to the risk factors:

Mt+1 = exp

(
− rt + λ′

t vt+1 + λr [rt+1 − Et(rt+1)]− ξt

)
(7)

where Et(•) is the conditional expectation operator given the �ltration spanned by the

history of {Xt, πt, zt}, and ξt is the convexity adjustment such that Et (Mt+1) = e−rt

(see internet Appendix B.2, and Appendix A.3 for their respective formulas). As in
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Du�ee (2002), the prices of risk are given by:

λt = λ0 + λ1Xt . (8)

Equation (7) features a time-varying price of risk for all the state variables shocks

vt+1, thus including in�ation trend and volatility. As usual with this type of kernel,

investors attribute a price λt to shocks vt+1, and empirical estimates usually re�ect

that they fear positive in�ation shocks. However, a second channel is at play when

investors price unexpected shocks to the short rate. The latter is driven by squares of

the Gaussian shocks vt+1, and investors also price large deviations to their in�ation

components forecasts, whatever their sign. Such a channel is consistent with two-sided

fears of in�ation as documented for instance in Kitsul and Wright (2013).7

Despite the non-linearities in the pricing kernel speci�cation, I show in Appendix

A.4 that it has a self-preserving structure hence the risk-neutral dynamics of the risk

factors are given by:

Xt+1 = µQ + ΦQXt + vQt+1 , (9)

where vQt+1
i.i.d.∼ N

(
0,ΣQ

)
and:

µQ =

(
IK − 2

λrc

1− λrc
Σββ′

)−1(
µ+ Σλ0 +

κλrc

1− λrc
Σβ

)
ΦQ =

(
IK − 2

λrc

1− λrc
Σββ′

)−1 (
Φ + Σλ1

)
(10)

ΣQ =

(
IK − 2

λrc

1− λrc
Σββ′

)−1

Σ .

The risk-neutral dynamics of the short-rate factor zt is then given by:

zt
∣∣Xt, zt−1

Q∼ QARG0

(
αQ + ϕQzt−1 + κQβQ′

Xt +
(
βQ′

Xt

)2
; cQ

)
, (11)

7. Note that it is possible to impose that in�ation risks are unspanned by the nominal yield curve
through linear constraints on the prices of risk and on the parameters driving the joint dynamics of
yield-speci�c and in�ation factors (see Joslin et al. (2014))
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where αQ, ϕQ and cQ are equal to their physical counterparts divided by (1 − λrc),

and both κQ and βQ are equal to their physical counterparts divided by
√
1− λrc.

2.5 Pricing the term structures

By no-arbitrage, the prices of nominal bonds of any maturity n are given by:

P
(n)
t = EQ

t

[
exp

(
−

n−1∑
i=0

rt+i

)]
, (12)

where EQ
t (•) is the risk-neutral conditional expectation operator given the �ltration

spanned by the history of {Xt, πt, rt}. In contrast, in�ation-protected securities are

securities paying o� at maturity the realized in�ation from issuance to maturity. For

any maturity n, their prices are given by:8

P
(n)∗

t = EQ
t

[
exp

(
−

n−1∑
i=0

rt+i

)
CPIt+n

CPIt

]
, (13)

Despite the non-Gaussian structure of the framework, I show in Appendix A.4 that the

risk-neutral dynamics of in�ation, of the risk factors and of the short-rate obtained in

the previous Section de�ne an a�ne-quadratic term structure model (QTSM) where

the pricing Equations (12) and (13) can be obtained through closed-form recursions:

P
(n)
t = exp

(
An + B′

nXt +X ′
t CnXt +Dn zt

)
,

P
(n)∗

t = exp
(
A∗

n + B∗′
n Xt +X ′

t C∗
nXt +D∗

n zt
)
.

(14)

The explicit recursions are functions of the risk-neutral parameters and are detailed

in Appendix A.6. Corresponding continuously-compounded nominal and real yields

are given by R
(n)
t := − 1

n
logP

(n)
t and R

(n)∗

t := − 1
n
logP

(n)∗

t , respectively, and are

8. I discuss the speci�cs of real bonds in the Section detailing the data, notably the treatment of
the so-called in�ation lag used to compute their actual payo�.
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linear-quadratic combinations of the risk factors.

The fact that the model belongs to the class of a�ne-quadratic models allows for

several extremely useful features. Contrary to the shadow-rate model, I do not need

to rely on any approximation or simulation technique to obtain the term structures

since the pricing formulas are analytic (see for instance Wu and Xia (2016) or Chris-

tensen and Rudebusch (2015)). Second, the combination of physical and risk-neutral

dynamics imply that forecasts of yields of all maturities at all horizons are obtained as

closed-form linear-quadratic combinations of the risk factors. In particular, I show in

internet Appendix B.2 that we can form a stacked risk factor ft = (X ′
t, X

′
t ⊗X ′

t, zt)

that follows semi-strong VAR dynamics, such that:

ft = Ψ0 +Ψft−1 +Vec−1/2 (Ω0 + Ωft−1) ζt , (15)

where ζt is a martingale di�erence with zero mean and unit variance. The conditional

moments are easily obtained rolling over the VAR formulation.

Although the previous properties are usually available in a standard QTSM, the

gamma-zero distribution properties provide the conditional probabilities to stay at

the ELB for any length n as a closed-form function of the factors:

Pt (rt+1:t+n = r) = exp
(
AP,(elb)

n + BP,(elb)′
n Xt +X ′

tCP,(elb)
n Xt +DP,(elb)

n zt

)
, (16)

where the loadings are given through closed-form recursions in Appendix A.7. These

two points prove particularly useful in practice for improving the quality of the esti-

mation through the use of forecast data, both for yields levels and lifto� probabilities

(see e.g. Kim and Orphanides (2012)). I include both in the empirical application

below.
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3 Estimation Strategy

3.1 Identi�cation strategy and data

I consider monthly U.S. data from January 1990 to December 2019, to avoid any issue

related to the Covid19 period. Since the focus is on the ELB period, the four years of

moderate increase (2015-2019) provide useful information about the lifto�. I obtain

the 3-months nominal interest rate from the H.15 data on the Federal Reserve website

and longer nominal zero-coupon yields for maturities of 1, 2, 3, 5, 7, and 10 years from

Gurkaynak et al. (2007). For real bonds, I compute synthetic yields by subtracting

zero-coupon in�ation swap rates of maturities of 1, 2, 3, 5, 7, and 10 years obtained

from Bloomberg to the corresponding-maturity nominal bond (as e.g. Christensen

and Gillan (2012) or Moench and Vladu (2018)).9 The in�ation-linked swap data

start in July 2004. I treat the months following Lehman failure � from September

2008 to February 2009 � as missing data since most movements on the in�ation-linked

securities interest rates during this period can likely be attributed to the disruption

of the in�ation-indexed market (see for instance D'Amico et al. (2018)). The year-

on-year in�ation rate is computed from the CPI-U series of the BLS database, and is

lagged of 3 months to be consistent with the reference price index used for in�ation-

indexed payments.

To better identify the joint dynamics of yields and in�ation, I follow Kim and Or-

phanides (2012) and Chernov and Mueller (2012) adding two sets of survey forecasts

in the observable variables. I obtain series of expected average in�ation over the next

1 and 10 years and nominal yields forecasts for the 10-year maturity, 3-months and

9. Christensen and Gillan (2012) note that though not free from liquidity risk, in�ation swaps are
less likely to be a�ected by liquidity issues compared to TIPS. For papers who focus on extracting
the liquidity risk from TIPS data, see for instance Sack and Elasser (2004), Shen (2006), Gurkaynak
et al. (2010), Grischenko and Huang (2013), P�ueger and Viceira (2016) or D'Amico et al. (2018).
Fleckenstein et al. (2014) note that the TIPS bonds were also subject to large mispricing during the
crisis, which can be explained partly by sovereign default risk (Dittmar et al. 2022), especially after
2010.
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Figure 1: Nominal and real term structures and in�ation data
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Notes: The left plot presents the time-series of the nominal term structure of interest rates from January 1990 to
December 2019. Maturities range from 3 months to 10 years. The middle plot presents the term structure of real
rates built as the di�erence between the nominal zero-coupon interest rates and the in�ation swap rates of the same
maturity. Observations start in July 2004 and run to December 2019. The vertical red dashed lines indicate the
beginning and end of a reduced market liquidity period, that we treat as missing data in the estimation. The right
plot presents the realized year-on-year in�ation lagged of 3 months (black solid line). The dots superimpose the
expected average in�ation rate over the next year as measured by the survey of professional forecasters.

Table 1: Descriptive statistics

Nominal rates (1990-2019)

3-month 1-year 2-year 3-year 5-year 7-year 10-year

mean 2.771 3.062 3.308 3.542 3.954 4.290 4.661

sd 2.280 2.322 2.307 2.250 2.126 2.033 1.948

ρ(1) 0.988 0.989 0.987 0.986 0.985 0.984 0.984

In�ation (Synthetic) Real rates (2004-2019)

y-o-y 1-year 2-year 3-year 5-year 7-year 10-year

mean 2.434 −0.108 −0.116 −0.037 0.210 0.461 0.744

mean (excl. crisis) −0.211 −0.186 −0.088 0.170 0.419 0.701

sd 1.252 1.391 1.223 1.119 0.978 0.913 0.864

sd (excl. crisis) 1.255 1.167 1.091 0.965 0.893 0.840

ρ(1) 0.951 0.940 0.964 0.965 0.968 0.962 0.960

Notes: All units are annualized percentage points. 'mean' are sample averages, 'sd' are sample standard deviations,
and 'ρ(1)' are autocorrelation of order 1. The 'excl. crisis' rows present descriptive statistics calculated on the
synthetic TIPS data � the nominal yields minus the corresponding maturity in�ation-linked swap rate � excluding
the period from September 2008 to February 2009.

1-year ahead from the Philadelphia Fed surveys of professional forecasters database.

All these surveys are quarterly, and are computed as the mean forecast across respon-

dents. To guide longer-term forecasts, I add the 10-year forecast of the 3-month TBill

rate from the same survey data, available at the yearly frequency. For all these survey
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data, I gather the mean forecast produced by respondents. Last, I extract data about

the probabilities of seeing no interest rate increase by the Fed between each date and

one year ahead from the primary dealer survey conducted by the New York Fed. I

collect information starting from January 2011. Details on these computations are

provided in internet Appendix B.4. Time series and standard descriptive statistics

of interest rates and in�ation are presented in Figure 1 and in Table 1. Surveys and

ELB probability series are represented in Figure 2.

3.2 The state-space formulation

All observables except two are closed-form linear-quadratic combinations of the state

variables Xt and zt. On the one hand, the probabilities to stay at the ELB are

exponential linear-quadratic functions of the states (see Equation (16)). I therefore

take the natural logarithm of the probabilities data. On the other hand, in�ation

dynamics involve the i.i.d. shocks επt and the lag of π∗
t which are not readily included

in our state variables VAR. I take care of this issue augmenting the states as X
(aug)
t =

(X ′
t, ε

π
t , π

∗
t−1)

′ without changing their VAR structure.

X
(aug)
t =


Xt

επt

π∗
t−1

 =


µ

0

0

+


Φ 0 0

0 0 0

e′1 0 0




Xt−1

επt−1

π∗
t−2

+


I 0

0 1

0 0


 vt

επt

 ,

(17)

where e1 the �rst column of the identity matrix, such that e′1Xt−1 = π∗
t−1.

I now turn to the state-space formulation of the model. To �x ideas, consider that

all our observables at time t are gathered in a vector denoted by Y(obs)
t . This vector

contains all 13 yields, the in�ation rate, 5 in�ation and yields survey series and one

ELB log-probabilities series. I assume that all these observables except in�ation are
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measured with errors, and write:

Y(obs)
t = A+ B′ X

(aug)
t + C Vec

(
X

(aug)
t X

(aug)′

t

)
+D zt + ηt , (18)

where each element of ηt is independent and ηi,t
i.i.d.∼ N (0, ω2

i ) are the measurement

errors. For parsimony, I assume the the standard deviation of the measurement errors

is the same across nominal yields on the one hand, across real yields on the other

hand. Additionally, to take care of potential liquidity issues remaining in real yields,

I impose that the standard deviations of their measurement errors each month is

proportional to hte liquidity index of Abrahams et al. (2016).10 For survey data, ωi

is calibrated to the average forecaster disagreement.

I consider 2 latent yield-speci�c factors yt (Ky = 2). Without further assumptions,

the latent factors can still be rotated and are not uniquely identi�ed. I therefore

impose several constraints on the parameters driving the dynamics of our risk factors.

The conditional covariance matrix Σ is diagonal and the part corresponding to yt is

set to identity. I impose that the autoregressive matrix Φ is full for π∗
t and σt and

upper-triangular otherwise, so all factors can feedback on π∗
t .
11 For identi�cation,

I also impose that the model-implied mean of π∗
t is null so that average in�ation is

given directly by π̄.

Since the measurement equations (18) are linear-quadratic in the states and all

states form an a�ne process, I can readily estimate the QARG model using the

Quadratic Kalman �lter of Monfort et al. (2015). The method allows to take care of

the quadratic part of the state-space model more e�ciently than standard approxi-

10. I thank Richard Crump for providing the data, which is presented on Figure IA.4 of the internet
Appendix.
11. Joslin et al. (2011) use a di�erent identi�cation scheme where the variance-covariance can be

full, the Q autoregressive matrix is in real jordan form, and the short-term interest rate has a
unit loading on all latent factors. Their canonical representation and the one used in this paper
are equivalent, and both have the same number of identi�cation restrictions. In addition, I prefer
estimating β and �xing the conditional variance of the factors rather than the other way round
to authorize some factors to potentially be nearly unspanned without shrinking their conditional
volatility.
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mate non-linear �lters such as the extended and unscented Kalman �lters, although

the latter methods could be used as well. The algorithm is detailed in internet Ap-

pendix B.3.12. Last, I add a penalty to the likelihood forcing the model to reproduce

the mean of the 3-month and 10-year nominal yields.

3.3 Fitting properties

For the sake of space the estimated parameters can be found on Tables A.1 and A.2

in the Appendix. The model is able to provide both a reasonable �t on the SPF data

that is tracking down closely the observed series (see Figure 2), and an impressive

�t on both term structures with only 4 factors. RMSEs range from 3.5bps to 8bps

for nominal rates and from 8bps to 17bps for real rates (see Table 2). These �tting

properties are comparable to the model of Abrahams et al. (2016), who use a 5-factor

ATSM to �t both yield curves. In comparison, my model only has 4 factors, two of

which are identi�ed by in�ation dynamics. Quadratic models are well-known to �t

yields more e�ciently than a pure linear model with the same number of factors (see

e.g. Leippold and Wu (2007)).

I check that both objective and risk-neutral dynamics are well-identi�ed by per-

forming the LPY tests of Dai and Singleton (2002)13. Models relying on positive

processes usually have di�culties passing these tests (see e.g. Backus et al. (2001)).

Conversely, Figure IA.1 and Table IA.2 of the internet Appendix show that both con-

ditions cannot be rejected at the 5% level, thus validating the empirical estimates.

12. Alternatively, the sequential regression approach of Andreasen and Christensen (2015) could
be used for estimation since the model is of the a�ne-quadratic class. In any case, these methods
allows for one likelihood call in less that 1 second on a standard computer, facilitating numerical
issues compared to particle �ltering, the standard method for evaluating complex likelihoods (see
e.g. Fernandez-Villaverde and Rubio-Ramírez (2007))
13. see internet appendix B.5 for details about these tests in the present setting.
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Figure 2: Fitted series of survey data
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Notes: The black dots correspond to observed forecast data. The grey solid lines correspond to the model-implied
forecasted values. Top graphs correspond respectively to the one-year ahead and 10-year ahead in�ation average
surveys. Medium graphs correspond respectively to the three-months ahead and one-year ahead 10-year yield
survey. Units are in annualized percentage points. Bottom graphs correspond respectively to the 10y forecast of the
3m TBill and the �tted one-year ELB probabilities. Con�dence intervals computed using the measurement errors
standard deviations are plotted in grey dashed lines. The red vertical line delimits the beginning of the e�ective
lower bound period.

4 Empirical Results

4.1 In�ation dynamics at the lower bound

An important question that has arisen in the macroeconomic debate is whether reach-

ing the ELB fundamentally changes in�ation dynamics. The estimated model pro-

vides a natural answer to that question by using both in�ation data and a cross-section

of treasury yields to back out in�ation trend and volatility time series. The �ltered

factors are presented on Figure 3, along with the date at which the the ELB starts

binding.

The estimated in�ation central tendency and volatility both exhibit a large shift
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Table 2: Model �t and characteristics

Panel (a): QARG model

Maturities (months) 1 12 24 36 60 84 120

Nominal rates RMSE (bps) 7.51 7.78 7.06 5.29 4.02 3.49 5.09

Real rates RMSE (bps) - 17.07 8.68 7.75 9.97 11.64 12.32

Probabilities (in %)
P(rt = r) = 33.89 P(rt = r|rt−1 = r) = 71.86

P(rt < 25bps) = 36.98 P(rt < 25bps|rt−1 < 25bps) = 72.97

Panel (b): Standard QTSM

Maturities (months) 1 12 24 36 60 84 120

Nominal rates RMSE (bps) 6.64 8.11 7.45 8.36 7.63 6.25 6.00

Real rates RMSE (bps) - 15.80 5.83 7.25 8.81 10.00 9.98

Probabilities (in %) P(rt < 25bps) = 9.72 P(rt < 25bps|rt−1 < 25bps) = 83.13

Note: Probabilities are calculated with simulated paths of length 100,000.

Figure 3: Filtered factors
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Notes: The unit for in�ation central tendency π∗
t and in�ation volatility σt is in percentage points. Grey dashed

lines are 95% con�dence bands. The red vertical line delimits the beginning of the e�ective lower bound period.

at the ELB, pointing towards a change in in�ation dynamics. The in�ation trend

π∗
t mostly �uctuates around zero between 1990 and 2009, jumps to π∗

t = −3% in

2009, leading to an in�ation forecast of π + π∗
t = −0.57%. It stays consistently in

the negative territory afterwards. A similar phenomenon can be seen for in�ation
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volatility, which is comprised below 1% before the ELB starts binding, but spikes up

to 2% and stays elevated during the whole ELB period.

The identi�cation of in�ation components through bond yields reveals that the

ELB episode in the U.S. resulted in persistent adverse in�ation shocks, where in�a-

tion stayed below target with a large volatility during the �ve ELB-binding years.

This empirical evidence supports the view that the ELB resulted in a prolonged low

in�ation/de�ation regime at the ELB (Aruoba et al. 2017). These stylized facts are

hard to identify using historical in�ation data only as in e.g. Debortoli et al. (2020),

but can be unveiled by the use of asset prices.

4.2 Interest rates at the ELB

While the short-term nominal rate is stuck at the ELB, long-term rates continue to

move. The prolonged low in�ation trend observed at the ELB pushes real yields

upward, slowing down the recovery. Swanson and Williams (2014) argue that these

long-term rates have been virtually una�ected by the ELB, possibly because of nom-

inal and in�ation term premia responsiveness to news occurring during the period.

Whether yields are dominated by risk premia rather than expectations is an empirical

question.

I provide the historical decomposition of expectation and risk premia components

observed during the ELB period on Figure 4. The 1-year and 10-year expectation

components become virtually null and below 200bps, respectively. The latter is slowly

moving, as indicated by survey data, emphasizing the stability of investors expecta-

tions that short-term interest rates will remain low for a long period of time. This

leads most of the nominal yields �uctuations to be explained by the term premium

that investors require to hold these bonds. During the ELB period, the 1-year nomi-

nal risk premia component is null whereas most of the 10-year nominal term premium

is consistently positive and volatile, �uctuating between 0bps and 200bps. Most of

the responsiveness of the long-run nominal yields during the ELB can therefore be
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attributed to �uctuations in the term premium.

Figure 4: Decomposition of interest rates
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Notes: The �rst column presents results for the nominal yields components, whereas the second column presents
results for the in�ation components. The �rst row presents to the observed data (black solid line), the risk premia
(grey solid line), and the expected component (black dashed line) at the one year maturity. The second row presents
the same components at the 10 year maturity. Units are in annualized percentage points. The red vertical line
delimits the beginning of the e�ective lower bound period. Pink shaded areas are NBER recession periods.

On the in�ation risk premia series (IRP, right panel of Figure 4), the empirical

estimates show inverted patterns with respect to maturity compared to nominal term

premia. At the short-end, the ELB coincides with a surge in de�ation fears with the

IRP reaching an all time low of −150bps. The post-2009 period shows a convergence

to close-to-zero historical values but the in�ation risk premium stays consistently neg-

ative between 0 and −100bps. Conversely, the 10-year in�ation premium component

has a low volatility, and slowly �uctuates around 0. When the ELB hits, the long-run

IRP goes to a moderate −30bps.

Translating these to real components by subtracting nominal and in�ation com-

ponents, the U.S. experienced heightened short-term yields not only because of a
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drop in in�ation expectations, but because of signi�cant short-run de�ation fears.

At the ELB, the 1y TIPS yields would have reached −1.5% absent de�ation fears

compared to about 0% historically. At the long-end, the containment of de�ation

fears plays favorably for real yields. However, notably through increased in�ation

volatility, nominal uncertainty is signi�cant and drives 10y real yields upwards.

4.3 Discussion of in�ation risk premia estimates

Risk premia estimates are only as good as the term structure model. While I have

con�rmed previously that the �tting properties of my model were satisfactory, it is

useful to compare the risk premium estimates to previous literature to gain some

perspective. Fleckenstein et al. (2017) estimate a positive and stable 1-y in�ation

premium (IRP henceforth), contained between 0bps and 30bps on a 2009/2015 sam-

ple. In comparison, their 10-y in�ation premium is very volatile, peaking at 80bps

in January 2010 and going to negative territory at −35bps from early 2015 onwards.

This is opposite to what I �nd here, but they do neither use survey data nor in�ation

data in the estimation.

Haubrich et al. (2012) impose risk premia estimates to be functions of the con-

ditional volatility of interest rates only. This produces long-term real term premia

and in�ation risk premia that are consistently positive, contrary to my estimates.

Short-term in�ation premia estimates are mostly negative, and also show a large dip

up to −80bps in 2009 similarly to my model. Their data stops in 2010 preventing the

authors from drawing a conclusion on the ELB period as a whole.

Abrahams et al. (2016) produce obtain a 10-y IRP �uctuating between −40bps

and 90bps from 2000 to 2014. Feunou and Fontaine (2014) also obtain a large dip of

short-term in�ation premia when the economy hits the ELB, and consistently negative

estimates afterwards. Breach et al. (2020) �nd a 2y and 10y IRP negative during the

ELB period (about −50bps) but more pronounced business cycle �uctuations. The

IRP estimates provided by my model show a time-series behavior and magnitudes
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consistent with these last two papers. The sign of my IRP estimates are particularly

in line with the model-free estimates of Camba-Mendez and Werner (2017). However,

the ELB constraint on nominal yields is unique to my framework and allows to uncover

the particular pattern of a large dip detailed above, with a larger magnitude for the

short-run IRP.

Last, a few papers extract in�ation premia from ELB-consistent shadow rate mod-

els. Carriero, Mouabbi, and Vangelista (2018) �ndings on UK data imply that in-

�ation expectations jump down persistently so in�ation premia jump to more than

200bps when the economy hits the ELB. They however do not use survey data to

discipline the term structure model. Schupp (2020) �nds moderately negative IRP

estimates on Euro-area data, similarly to this paper. The fact that my model is easy

to estimate and to combine various survey data allows for a richer information set to

identify IRP.

4.4 Comparison with a standard QTSM

To con�rm the added value of the ELB-consistency to the quadratic structure of my

framework, I estimate a standard QTSM without the gamma-zero variable but with

the same structure as presented in Section 2, very close to the one in Andreasen and

Meldrum (2018). I replace Equations (3) and (4) by: rt = r + κβ′ Xt + (β′Xt)
2.

First, consistently with the �ndings of Andreasen and Meldrum (2018), both mod-

els produce virtually the same �t of the term structures (see Table 2). Second, I focus

on the ELB for both models and compare the model-implied probabilities of obtain-

ing interest rates below 25bps. Obtaining direct probabilities of being at the ELB

is impossible for the standard QTSM, which treats the lower bound as a re�ecting

barrier and the short-term interest rate bounces back immediately after reaching it.

The di�erence is striking: the QARG implies a 34% probability to reach the ELB

and a 37% probability to obtain a short-term interest rate below 25bps while the

standard QTSM-implied probability for staying below 25bps is only 10% (Table 2).
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Interestingly, the probability to stay below 25bps for two consecutive periods is in

the same ballpark and elevated. This can be explained by the fact that the standard

QTSM estimates implies a persistent short-term yield irrespective of whether the

ELB is binding. Figure 5 presents 2-year ahead mean forecasts of the two models to

illustrate that feature. My model (QARG, in blue) usually implies a seemingly faster

mean-reversion than the QTSM (in red), even during the ELB because it implies

a larger short-rate volatility. The mode implied by the QARG is the lower bound.

In turn, when interest rates are high, my model produces forecasts that decrease

quite fastly but feature a reversal after a year, in line with potential business cycle

�uctuations.

Figure 5: 2-year ahead forecast comparison for the 3-month yield
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Notes: The black solid line presents the time series of the observed 3m yield. Blue dashed lines
present the forecasts implied by the QARG while red dashed lines present the forecasts implied by
the standard QTSM. These forecasts are presented from each point every two years for two years
out. Each large dot of the corresponding color emphasizes the point forecast one and two years
ahead.

Last, I compare the term premia decomposition implied by the two models on

Figure 6. While in�ation premia are roughly in line with each other between the two

models, nominal premia di�er widely. The high persistence of the QTSM implies that

the expectation component at the 1-year maturity follows the observed yield quite

closely. In contrast, my model produces a lower forecast of the short-term interest

rate one-year ahead due to the ELB attraction. Thus, after the 2015 lifto�, my model

implies that the short-term yield increases mostly because of risk premium, while the
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QTSM implies that nearly all increase is expectation-driven. The di�erences are

smaller on the 10-year yield decomposition (bottom-left panel of Figure 6). Indeed,

both expectation series are driven by the survey forecaster data. However, yet again

at the end of the sample the expectation component implied by the QTSM climbs up

while the QARG explains the higher nominal yields mostly through a rise in the risk-

premium. These results thus complement the analysis of Andreasen and Meldrum

(2018), by showing that my model shares the same �tting properties as a standard

QTSM but produces di�erent term premia decomposition due to the presence of the

ELB point mass.

Figure 6: Decomposition of interest rates: QARG v. QTSM
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Notes: The �rst column presents results for the nominal yields components, whereas the second
column presents results for the in�ation components. The �rst row presents to the observed data
(black solid line), the risk premia (grey solid line), and the expected component (black dashed line)
at the one year maturity. The second row presents the same components at the 10 year maturity.
Units are in annualized percentage points. The red vertical line delimits the beginning of the
e�ective lower bound period. Pink shaded areas are NBER recession periods.
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4.5 The e�ect of monetary policy shocks at the lower bound

A natural question to ask is whether monetary policy can help getting out of the

de�ation trap. In particular, Aruoba et al. (2017) suggest that lifting-o� from the ELB

may increase in�ation expectations and allow the economy to escape the de�ation

state, mostly through the Fisher e�ect. While this counterintuitive e�ect is debated

by Reichlin (2015), the e�ect of monetary policy shocks at the ELB lacks empirical

evidence. I investigate policy responses below.

I derive impulse-response functions to observe the e�ect of a lifto� shock on in-

�ation components and asset prices in the economy. Note that the model inherently

embeds nonlinear dynamics through the short rate speci�cation (4). Both magnitude

and sign of impulse-responses thus critically depend on the starting state. This prop-

erty is conform with the fact that the ELB represents a di�erent regime and that

the reaction of asset prices to the exact same shocks can be di�erent in normal times

and during the ELB (Lansing 2021, for instance). A key advantage of the frame-

work is that impulse-responses for each of these variables of interest are obtained in

closed-form.

I perform impulse-responses resulting from a tightening monetary policy shock

starting from each date in the sample. To make sure that the lifto� shock is in-

dependent from in�ation shocks, I impose that it is fully re�ected by shocks to the

yield-speci�c factors yt.
14 The size of the shock is equal to the conditional volatility of

the short-term interest rate at the starting date. These tightening/lifto� shocks range

from 1bps to 8bps. I group the IRFs over two sub-periods and compare the e�ects:

(i) ELB not binding, (ii) ELB-binding period [2009-2015]. I grouped the results ac-

cordingly and computed the median, min and max responses over these sub-periods.

The entire methodology is detailed in Appendix A.8, and the results are presented

on Figure 7.

14. The only requirement is that the shock is orthogonal to in�ation trend and in�ation volatility
shocks. This shock cannot be interpreted as a structural monetary policy shock, as it could be
caused by another variable outside of the model such as output gap for instance.
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Figure 7: Impulse-response functions: lifto� shock
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Notes: These graphs present the IRFs of an increase in the short-term nominal interest rate. Panel (a) presents the
e�ect on the nominal side of the term structure, namely the short-term interest rate (a.1), the 10y yield (a.2) and
the 10y risk premium (a.3). On panel (b), we �nd the e�ects on in�ation components, namely in�ation itself (b.1),
1y in�ation risk premium (b.2) and 10y in�ation risk premium (b.3). Panel (c) presents the e�ects on the 1y ELB
probability (c.1), the 1y ELB risk premium (c.2) and the in�ation volatility (c.3). Grey- and red-shaded areas
represent the min-max range of possible outcomes given the di�erent initial values respectively starting from a
non-ELB or a ELB state. solid lines of the same color are the associated median responses. Units are in annualized
basis points.

The IRFs show di�erent features depending on the considered subsample. In

normal times, a tightening monetary policy shock tends to be accompanied by further

increases up to 15bps after a year, and slowly decays afterwards. This shock raises the

term structure mostly through the expectation component so the yield curve �attens.

In�ation expectations decrease by only 1bp, while both short and long-run in�ation

risk premia go down by 4bps and 1bp, respectively, and in�ation volatility does not

move much. These are fairly moderate e�ects, and shows that monetary policy had

low impact on in�ation components, in particular in�ation volatility.

A binding ELB produces distinct e�ects. First, the e�ects have a wider uncertainty

on most of the response variables. The size of the initial shock produces a maximum
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of 10bps on the short-term interest rate. However, the short-term interest has a

signi�cant chance to go down after a couple of months such that the ELB becomes

binding again. After 5 years, the initial shock turns into a [-5bps, 13bps] when the

ELB is binding, compared to [7bps, 13bps] during normal times. This trickles down

to the longer-run expectation component, and the 10-year yield response is lower than

in normal times, at 7bps after a year. In comparison, the e�ect on term premia is

virtually identical during the two periods. Since the distribution of e�ects on the

short-rate comprises the negative range, probabilities to reach the ELB can increase

by as much a 4pp and ELB risk premia can decrease by up to 6pp, emphasizing ELB

desirability (see next section).

In sum, this analysis shows that during the ELB period, lifting o� produces more

diverse e�ects than during normal times and a greater potential to go back to a

binding ELB. The ELB therefore hides a wide range of states that needs to be carefully

assessed before lifting o�.

4.6 Embracing the lower bound

Early on in the crisis, Williams (2009) called for an �embrace� of the lower bound by

leaving short-term nominal rates to close to zero values for a substantial amount of

time. One way to analyze e�ciency of this policy from the investors' point of view is

to measure whether staying at the ELB is associated with high or low marginal utility

empirically, and look at the ELB event risk premium. For simplicity of exposition,

consider that the e�ective lower bound parameter is null (r = 0). Using the model

estimates, I form the price of an ELB Arrow-Debreu security, providing $1 if and only

if the ELB binds between today and any date t+ n in the future. Such a price P
(n)
elb,t

is given by:

P
(n)
elb,t = EQ

t

[
exp

(
−

n−1∑
i=0

rt+i

)
× 1 {rt+1:t+n = 0}

]
= Qt [rt+1:t+n = 0] . (19)
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Equation (19) equates the price of the ELB Arrow-Debreu security with the risk-

neutral probability to stay at the ELB. In the model, these probabilities are given

by the risk-neutral counterpart of Equation (16). Similarly, the price of this bond

purging from the risk premium is given by the physical probability to stay at the

ELB, i.e. Pt (rt+1:t+n = 0). These physical probabilities are the one �tted by the

model consistently with the primary dealer survey data. The ELB risk premium can

be de�ned as:

RP
(n)
elb,t =

1

n
log

(
Qt(rt+1:t+n = 0)

Pt(rt+1:t+n = 0)

)
. (20)

This risk premium is positive (negative) when staying at the ELB coincides with states

of high (low) marginal utility. I thus interpret a falling risk premium as indicative

of an increased desirability of a binding ELB in the future, or fear of lifting-o�, as

perceived by investors.

Figure 8 presents the time series of both physical and risk-neutral ELB probabili-

ties for maturities of 1 and 5 years. I translate these di�erences into the risk premium

estimates using Equation (20) and represent them on the bottom-left panel. While it

Figure 8: Physical and risk-neutral ELB probabilities
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Notes: On panel (a), P- and Q-probabilities are respectively represented with black and grey lines, solid for 1y and
dashed for 5y. Panel (b) presents the ELB risk premium as de�ned by Equation (20), blue for 1y and grey for 5y.
All quantities are computed before applying corrections on the factors. The red vertical bar delimits the beginning
of the ELB period.
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starts largely positive, the 1y ELB risk premium becomes slightly negative from 2011

onwards until the beginning of 2015, indicating that investors fear that the central

bank will be lifting o� in the near future. After 2015, the ELB premium becomes pos-

itive again, showing that investors would prefer staying away from the lower bound.

Interestingly, The ELB premium becomes positive in early 2015 while the actual lifto�

was performed in December 2015. At the time, investors were arguing for an increase

in interest rates while the Fed was waiting for further decreases in unemployment.15

The magnitude is overall comparable to what is found in the credit risk literature

comparing risk-neutral and physical default probabilities of entities (Driessen (2004)

�nds a log-ratio of 0.75 for corporates, and Monfort et al. (2021) �nd 1.5 for some

European sovereigns).

Last, I dissect the ELB desirability into its di�erent contributions and ask whether

the embrace of the ELB is driven by the pricing of in�ation components. To obtain the

impact of the in�ation trend, I recompute the counterfactual ELB Arrow-Debreu price

after imposing that λ
(π∗)
t = 0. In the same fashion, I obtain the counterfactual price

without in�ation volatility pricing by restricting λ
(σ)
t = 0.16 I obtain the contribution

of each component by subtracting the obtained components from the baseline ELB

risk premia.

I present the decomposition of the ELB risk premium at the 1y and 5y maturity

on panels (a) and (b) of Figure 9, respectively. Two features emerge from the pic-

ture. First, the risk premium associated to in�ation trend shocks always contribute

negatively to the ELB risk premium, both for the 1y and 5y series and consistently

throughout the ELB period. The magnitude is small nonetheless. Second, the pricing

of in�ation volatility shocks contributes negatively to the ELB risk premium before

late 2011, and �uctuates around zero afterwards, with an order of magnitude bigger

than the contribution of in�ation trend. The e�ects are larger at the 5y horizon, par-

15. see for instance �End Uncertainty over Fed rates lifto��, from the Financial Times dated Novem-
ber 3, 2015.
16. For both cases, I also impose that λr = 0 to avoid having pricing of in�ation components

through short-rate shocks.
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Figure 9: Physical and risk-neutral ELB probabilities without in�ation premia
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Notes: Both panels presents the ELB risk premium as de�ned by Equation (20). The red and blue components are
the contributions of the in�ation trend and volatility to the risk premium. Panel (a) and (b) present the results for
the 1y and 5y maturities, respectively. All quantities are computed before applying corrections on the factors. The
red vertical bar delimits the beginning of the ELB period.

ticularly for in�ation volatility pricing, showing that the fear of in�ation uncertainty

contributes to the ELB desirability in the medium run, at least until the end of 2011.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, I investigate how asset prices can reveal information about in�ation

shocks during the ELB period. I provide a new way of modeling both nominal and real

yield curves in an a�ne-quadratic framework, which allows for the presence of in�ation

trend and volatility and is consistent with a sticky lower bound on nominal yields.

Relying on a combination of quadratic term structure models and the gamma-zero

distribution, the QARG model is able to generate a short-term nominal rate stuck at

the ELB for several periods. I show that the model provides closed-form formulas for

nominal and real interest rates, interest rate forecasts, in�ation forecasts, impulse-

response functions, and probabilities to stay at the ELB under both physical and

risk-neutral measure.
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I provide empirical estimates of in�ation components at the ELB using U.S. data.

The ELB-consistent estimation combined with bond prices reveal that the ELB co-

incides with adverse in�ation outcomes, i.e. persistently low in�ation trend and high

in�ation volatility, supporting the view that in�ation dynamics shifted at the ELB.

These outcomes have a large in�uence on asset prices, and I show that they generate

substantial long-run nominal term premia and short-run de�ation fears that drive

real yields upward. Second, I show that embracing the ELB is bene�cial from the

investors perspective, since the lifto� is considered as a bad state of the world. An

impulse-response exercise reveals that lifting-o� can create a wide variety of responses

compared to normal times.
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